INCREASE BATTERY LIFE TO 2 YEARS
ON AVERAGE COURSES IN YEAR AROUND PLAY WITH Lester GOLF CART BATTERY CHARGERS

The Lester GOLF CART BATTERY CHARGER features:
- Minimum gassing of battery
- Reduction in frequency of adding water and cleaning of battery tops
- Extension of battery life
- Simple circuit of quality components to assure long life and minimum repair

SINCE 1946 • Available with most new carts when specified

EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Manufacturer of the original golf cart charger
151 WEST 17TH STREET • LOS ANGELES 15, CALIFORNIA

Says More Clubs Should Copy Dinelli's Winter Program
By ORVILLE CLAPPER
Turf Supply & Equipment Dealer, West Newton, Mass.

The article on Joe Dinelli's winter repair operation at North Shore club in Chicago (GOLFDOM, Jan., page 30) emphasizes once again that every club with 200 members or more should have a shop that handles its own machinery and equipment renovations. Why pay dealers and others $5.50 an hour for work that can be done on a club's premises for about $2.50 an hour? Besides, the summer breakdowns would be less frequent and costly if a program like that at North Shore is followed.

Much needs to be done to make club officials, especially green committeemen, and supt.s., aware of Dinelli's idea. Many regard the winter months as the time to ease off and head for warmer country. You can't blame supt.s. for doing this when they have to fight with officials to get set up to handle winter work at their clubs. Why not toss the work into the dealers' shops, they ask?

We and other dealers just cannot handle that winter work load as we would like to. Good men for this work are hard to find. You simply can't afford to hire them for concentrated work in the winter months and then carry them all summer doing practically nothing.

Dealer Loses Money

I think that every dealer who keeps accurate figures on his service shop operation finds that he loses money. I would prefer to have a small crew to handle warranty and emergency work and repair jobs for small clubs instead of a large crew and the blown up cost of operation that has to be passed along to keep us solvent.

We have trained a good many men from club maintenance staffs in our shop in the wintertime. Such training takes from three to five weeks if a man has good basic qualification; if not, we won't try to train him. We pay regular wages but when you add training and supervisory expense and overhead and some work that has to be done over, it is not profitable for a dealer.